Announcing our Speakers and Award Winners: 2018 Digital Leader Awards

As the Digital Leaders Awards event draws nearer, we are excited to announce this year’s speakers: Eric Dorsey and Mehran Sahami! Both are Stanford grads, and Dr. Sahami has returned to the university as the Professor and Associate Chair for Education in the Computer Science department. Read about our guests on the CTN blog.

The Digital Leader Award winners have been announced! Each year CTN...
gives awards in these categories: Digital Champion, Digital Changemaker, Digital Inclusion In The Community, Digital Bridge Builder, and Digital Amplifier Award. To see our winners check out the CTN blog.

**National Volunteer Week is April 16 - 21**

It’s National Volunteer Week, a time to recognize volunteers from all over the country who dedicate their time to a chosen cause that benefits their community. From developing strategy on our board to computer tutor assistants, CTN has had thousands of people help in some way over the years.

As part of our Digital Leaders Awards, we give a Changemaker Award each year that recognizes a volunteer who has made exceptional impact on digital inclusion. This year CTN would like to recognize Michael Wiggins with the award! **Read more about Michael on the CTN blog.**

**Special Events in Austin for Digital Inclusion Week May 7 - 11**
CTN offices in both San Francisco and Austin will be participating in this year’s Digital Inclusion Week on May 7-11 sponsored by the National Digital Inclusion Alliance (NDIA). We are still looking for groups of corporate volunteers to help with events in Austin. Read about this opportunity on the CTN blog.

It’s Spring and a time for growth and change…Help CTN Spring Austin into Action!

Spring in Texas is a time for bluebonnets and change in scenery. Help us contribute to this change: Thousands of Austin residents lack the basic digital literacy skills needed to access education, obtain jobs, apply for healthcare, communicate with family, and reach their goals.

Consider your contribution today!

Breakfast, Brag and Borrow: Re-cap for February and March
Breakfast Brag & Borrow met at the Salvation Army Kroc Center in the Tenderloin in February and March. The energy in the room was high as many engaged with questions and suggestions throughout the heart of the meeting—hearing and learning about each other’s work, accomplishments and needs. Read more about key take-aways on CTN’s blog.